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ABSTRACT
Bibliometric techniques remainan essential basis for the analysis of scientific activities
and,the construction of meaningful indicators. Although the latter also requires that a
suitable reference framework, or conceptual mode1 is available, it is in first place
dependant from the availability of data on publications, that is to Say ultimately
machine-readable records. Using data available on existing publications, a wealth of
interesting work has been carried out on the publications patterns of scientists in the
Less Developed Countries (LDCs), eg. international versus local publication, type of
publication, language of publication, etc. Much less attention
has been paid in our view
to the basic conditions which command
the very existenceof publications and of usable
records. This paper, whichessentially refers to the situation in subsaharan Africa ,will
attempt to highlight the limitations affecting the communication cycle, the need to
establish information management as an integral component of scientific research and
its management and possible practical alternatives for ensuring the provision of suitable
records. Since there is, to the best of Our knowledge, a dearth of empirical studies on
these problems, the paper is to be regarded as a persona1point of view for discussion,
based upon Our experience in establishing information systems
in these countries.

RESUME
Les techniques bibliométriques sont essentielles pour l’analyse
de l’activité scientifique
et la construction d’indicateurs pertinents. Bien que cette dernière suppose aussi
l’existence d’un cadre de référence oud’un modèle conceptuel adapté,elle est au premier
chef dépendante dela disponibilité de données
sur les publications, c’est à dire enfin de
compte de référenceslisiblespar ordinateur. Nombrede travaux intéressants ont
pu être
réalisés sur les modes de productiondes chercheurs despays en développement à partir
sur les publications existantes;ils concernaientparexemple les
des données disponibles
rapports entre publication internationale et locale, les types ou les langues de
publication, etc .. Il nous semble que les conditions debase qui permettent l’existence
même de publications et de références exploitables ont bienmoins retenu l’attention.
Cette communication, qui se réfère essentiellement à la situation en Afrique subla
saharienne, cherche à montrer les limitationsqui affectentlecyclede
communication, la nécessité faire
de de la gestion de
l’information unepartie intégrante
de la recherche et quelques approches pratiques
qui permettraient d’obtenirdes réféiences
utilisables. Cesproblèmes n’ontà notre
connaissance fa?l’objet que de très rares études
empiriques; cette communication expose
un point de vue personnel
pour contribuerà la
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In order for a scientific publication to be mentioned in other publications or
major databases,it is necessary that:
1. a fomd paper be prepared,
2. the paper l
x accepted bya rec n i z d journal or conference,
3. the source document (joum
s) be considered by a data base,
and the paper be eventually selected by the publisherof the data base,
4. the reference be indexed under meaningful tems,
5. the document be obtained in time by the person who want to use it.
Prevailing conditions in the LDCs and pracdces in the internationalscientific
communication system present many obstacles for the publications of LDCs
scientist to successfully go through these steps.
The major snes lie probably with the first step. In order fora fomal paper to
be prepared, there ought to be:
- a researcher trained in thewriting of scientific articles, aware of the standards
and style conventions of the major publishers (which by the way differ
noticeably);
- a researcher able t0 write and communicatein a major communicationlanguage
if hisker msther tongue is not one, or is not the predominant one in his/her
discipline;
publishable remlts, what in tum is dependant fromwell designed projects and a
steady provision of the resources required for their implementation, on the one
hand, and availability of relevant and up to &te litemture on theother hand;
- a provision for publication in the research project
p
funds for document production and distribution a n d h for participation in
conferences);
- a policy of publication in the researchets institution, even if it is primarily
concemed with the immediate tmnsfer of results to the users csmmunity (es. in
the case ofdaptive agicultuml ~ s m r c h ) ;
- incentives for the research staff to publish (eg. recognition of publications in
individual evalluation, promotion,
etc.);
- equipment and suppliesfor the typing, editing, duplicationof the paper;
- eventually clerical staff to prepare the document;
- a researcher having persona1 connections with fellow scientists who could
provide an authoritative feedback;
review the paper and
- communication facilitieswhich allow for the latter interaction to take place in
due time.
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In many LDCs these conditions are not met in most instances.
As a matter of
fact, a noticeable portion of the LDCs research resultsis not recordedin formal
documents or is recorded in interna1 reports.Non conventional documents seem
to be the dominant form of formal communication
(1, p. 7 1).
In order for the paperbetoaccepted by a recognized journal:
- d e researcher should be aware of those joumals which are more likely to be
of the conference;
interested in his/her topic,
or informed in time
- there should be at least one journal by assumption, butthis is precisely not the
rule, since joumals, especially high status ones, are commercial ventures from
organizations in the industrialized countries which naturally
at satisfying
aim
the
needs of their majority clientele, scientists in the industrialized countries; few
journals with an international circulation are interested in LDCs related topics,
thus making the competition more acute among the potential authors;
- the researcheror hifierinstitution should preferably
be known froma member
of the editorialboard, or organizing committee, or someone having connections
with it;
- communication facilities should allow for mailing the document, receiving
the
comments and sending back
the revised version in due time;
- funds should be available for paying the page chargeor conference fees and
travel if appropriate.
Again it is difficult for these conditions to be met in LDCs. Assuming the
a major data base related
document has been published,in order to be entered into
to its subject it should:
- appear in a publication which is regularly or specifically screened by the data
base producer;
- be ina language and script which the data base could handle;
- in most instances, unless published in a "cover-to-cover" journal (because of
the notoriety or special relevance of the journal al1 articles are systematically
entered into the data base), be selected
for inclusion.
An article on an LDCs related subjectis not likely to appear in a publication
which is regularly screenedor to be selected,if it does. Publications issued
in the
LDCs, even of high quality, may be omitted simply because of a lack of
awareness of the data base
publisher, language barrier, delays inmail delivery,
irregularity in the publication of the journals. Again, database production is a
commercial venture which
has to respond to the demand
of the major segmentof
the market, thescientific community in the industrialized countries.In addition
journal articles represent the predominant source of records while most of the
litemture produced inLDCS for many disciplines remain, especially its
in initial
life, in the form of non-conventional documents. The proportion of the
documents citedin databases which have been produced
in LDCs can be roughly
estimated at around 10 % (2, p. 71); evenin international cooperative databases
which strive for an extensive coverage of this literature, such as AGRIS, the
LDCs share remains around25%.
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Because databases are designed for a public in the industrialized countries,
they use classification and indexing schemes which are b a t suited for this
audience on the one hand, and are organized according to the size of the related
litemture>on the other hand. A topic which generates a very small percemtml of
publicationswill not be indexed under a speeifnc entry. The particular
temirmology use$in the L D G in order to describe local objects, phenornena and
concepts and geogmphic terms are therefore eventmlly gouped under broader
entries which do not necessarily makeapparent the connection withthose terms
or have a reference to them. Sorne fields of investigation mayeven ?xrepresented
by so few entmes or believed so marginal that they are pmcticddy omitted, as was
the m e for instance in the first version of AGWOVOC (3) with water resources
in agriculture or range management. This phenornenon is of courseless sensible
in basic sciences than applied or social ones. In any case, data base searches on
EDCs relate$ topics are slightly morecomplimted and may result inhigher rates
of misses.
Once the reference has been identified, the interested person has to obtain a
copy of the document within reasonable delays. If the document has been
published in a major sourceand hdshe works in an industrialiaed country, this
may go without much problem while, ifhdshe is Iocated in an LDC, it is mueh
likely that no nearby libmry will have the document, eithher h a u s e of shortage of
acquisition fun& or beeause of ddays or losses in the delivery. If the document
has appeared into a special or local source, it is not likely ts be available
anywhere except in a few organizations of the considered country. Obtaining
copies supposes that the correct mailing address of the institution where the
document could be found or from which it originates is nown, the request is
reeeived and properly processed, the requester is in a position to pay, when not
prepay, the wpy, the institution is in a position t s make a eopy and to mail it back
(i.e has envelopes and stamps) so that it will be received within reasonable
delays. Even in industrialized countries, such trivial steps do not go without
problerns, at least for what eoncerns the effeetiveness of mail services and the
interference of customs offices, whose interpretations of the international
convention on the free flow of scientific documentsis often emtic. In LDCs, the
outcorne of each of the above mentionedsteps in the process is unpredictable.
Data coneerning research infrastructures and programmes (institutions,
research staff, facilities, funding, etc.)are not compiled at the international level,
except in a few cases such as UNESCO's science and technology statistics,
agricultural research (ISNAR, CARIS, SPAAR) and programmes with
international support(IDRIS) (4). They may notbe available either at the national
or institutional level in a form which would be both reliable and suitable for
secondary analysis.
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2. THE NEED FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Scientific researchis not only heavily dependant from information activities
as
input to and output from the projects but can be regarded as one of the
information industries(5). In any case the acquisition and use of information,
the
production of new information, itsformalizationintodocuments,their
dissemination and various additional forms of communication occupya central
place inthe research process. The researchcycle,includingresearch
management, andthe communication cycleare intrinsically interwoven and the
former would not exist withoutthe latter. In this respect, it is sad to note that if
few studies of the communication cycle such
as those of Garvey(6) or King (7)
were attempted for the industrialized countries, theyhave no equivalent for the
LDCs.
Even though the availability and visibilityof scientific literature fromLDCs
are subject to influences from the industrialized
countries, they also have in first
place deep roots the
in LDCs themselves. A number of socio-cultural factors play
an inhibiting role (8). A cultural bias is not less apparent in the assessment of
LDCs publications by the scientific community of the industrialized countries.
To
the extentscientific research is carried out in organizations, either universities
or
research institutes, which
for their vast majoritybelong to the publicsector in the
LDCs, one should also pay attention tothe institutional factors whichinfluence
the overall communication or information cycle.
There appear to be many
drastic
limitations for what concemsthe manpower resources,the organizational set up
and the provision of financial and material resources. Other noticeable constrain
result fromthe overall socio-economic conditions, especially
in that theydo not
allow for a regular support of research activities for
andthe effective operation
of
basic public services such as mail, transportand telecommunications, what not
only results in additional costs and production losses (9) but also in constant
burdens which have
a demobilizing effect.
If one considers the series of roles and functions
in the communicationcycle
as they were adapted by Borko and Menou (1 O), a realm of problems may be
identified, of which the list below may give some idea, although it is neither
systematic nor exhaustive. The informationusers have to specifytheir
information needs with regard to subject,methods, challenges and plan of the
projects, resources and strategies of the institutions. The major limitations
associated with this function are: insuffcient definition of socioeconomic
constraints for the usability of research results; deficiencies
in research planning;
changing leadership, organization and objectives; inability to specify needs;
unawareness of national and international past andcurrent research. The users
havefurther to obtain information where theyface such limitations as:
unawareness of sources; disorganized files and collections; inefficiency of
information services; inability to submit clear requests; unreliable communication
and postal services; prevalence of bureaucratic procedures; unavailability
of funds
especiallyhard currencies; delays and insecurity of delivery. Users have finally to
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exploit information where they face sucfi limitations as: lacek of training in
information analysis and evaluation; language barker; lack of equipment and
supplies; lwse planning, monitoring and evaluation procedures.
The information producershave to outlinetheir papers, record data, elaborate,
organise, write, type, file their papers and related data. The major limitations
f a c d for the fulfillmentofthis role are: lxek of training in scientific and technical
writing; lack of equipment and supplies; insuEcient skills in communication;
lan
barrier; low qualification of support staff; lack of training in records
ma
ent; burmcratic procedures in repsrting.
The publishers have to prepare galleys, edit, print, distribute, file the
publications and manage editorial boards. Themajor limitations faced for LDCs
research institutions to fulfil this role are: lack of equipment and supplies; low
qualification of support staff; difficulties of communication ~6th
authors; lac&of
standing publication budget; irreliability or unavvailability of contract printers:
unreliable postal services; extra cost of dispatching because of geographic
location and dispersion; deficiencies in publication policies;lack of trainin
publications management.
The information services have to obtain information, process items, skelve
documents, store, retrieve and disseminate information, answerqueries,
repackage, consolidate, print and distribute
information products, provide copies
of primary documents. The major limitations faced in this role are: lack of
acquisition budgets; losse connections with producers; shorta
manpower; inefficient procedures; duplication
ofwork irnposed by participation
in incompatible documentation systems;
inadequate premises; lack of equipment
and supplies; lack of budget for current expenses;lack of reliable procurernent
and maintenance agents on site as well as abroad; inconsistent dissemination
policies; losse connections withand remoteness from the uses.
The research tcam leaders and managers of research institutions have to
organize information functions and flows, establish procedures, alllocate
resources, supervise information activities, maintain interna1 and external
linbges, evaluate the information system.
The major limitations facedin this role
are: lack of training in information management; pemistenceof obsolete forma1
procedures; excessive bureaucratiaation; irreplar and insufficient funding;
dependance frsm foreign assistance; deficiencies in publication policies;low level
of intepersonal and interi-nstitutional interaction.
Most of the information functions
and the problems they
encounter are usually
dealt with as separate areas. Research planning, monitoring and evaluation,
eomputer facilities, telecommunications,printing facilities, editing, distribution
and sales of documents, extensionactivities, special libwries or documentation
centers, data collections, technical archives, etc. will be subject ts individual
decisions, attache$ to different departments or set up as particular units.They are
in addition considered as aneillary services whose resources are eventually
obtained from the provisions for overheadexpenses. If it is true that information
has becorne in the modern Society the most important strategic resource, this
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should be even more truefor scientific institutions. The question is not to secure
an acceptable levelof resources to al1 these functions nor even to assemble them
into a coherent set forming
a purposeful corporate memory.
A memory connected
to a deficient brain can hardly be used. What is required is a composite,
organization-wide system integrating the various specialized information subsystems,which would retaintheappropriatelevelofautonomy
and
decentralization, onthe one hand.On the other hand, there shouldbe a single and
high level authorityfor the managementof the entire system
as an integral part
of
the overall management of the organization and collective mechanisms for
establishing standards, planning
and monitoring the operation ofthe system and
adjusting its activities
to the national and institutional strategies.
Information Management,as summarily described above,is a requisite for the
research institutions, likeany others, in LDCs to increase productivity.
Without
it, the availability of scientific literature from LDCs is not likely to increase
noticeably. It is also perhaps the basic condition for the data to be effectively
collected, whichare required for strategic planning of research, project planning,
monitoring and evaluation byscientists and managers inLDCsandfor
scientometric studies. Information management should thus deserve highest
the
priority from both national authorities and technical assistance agencies.
One can
not however avoid some fundamental questioning when noting
for instance thata
basic texton agricultural research policy and management
in LDCs (1 1) does not
devote to information activitiesmore than a few pages out of severalhundreds,
which provide little more than general comments on the importance of having
access to international literature, or that a report on the assessment of a LDC
national agricultural research system does not devote more than
paragraph
one to
information management(12, p. 13).
In order for information management to become a standard feature in the
scientific research organizations of LDCs, the following actions may be
considered. Ail categories of staff should be adequately trained in the use of
information technology, implementation
of the information activities which they
have to fulfill under the prevailing conditions and in information management.
To
the extenta sufficient number of qualified information specialists
staff can notbe
provided, the various tasks
it normally performs should be taken carebyofother
categories of staff which should be trained accordingly. Mechanisms, both
national and international, should be established in order tosecurethe
permanence of a minimum nucleus of trained information staff within each
research institution (eg. by buying
the information products theygenerate rather
than acquiring them on a donation or exchange basis). Simple rules should be
established within the national research systems for the generation, recording,
distribution, storage and dissemination of al1 types of information. Standard
software packages should be selected and adapted
or developed forthe integrated
implementation of the various information tasks, taking into account
the specific
requirements of the research institutionsin LDCs. The acquisition
of information
technology and information management capabilities should be included in a
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systematic and coordinated
fahion into the international coopemtion
projects, as
opposed to the current speeialized and projeet and funetion specific approaeh
(13).

Publications may be regarded as the msst straightfomard medium for the
communication of most data which are required for the analysis of scientifie
activities sincc they could
indiate:
a) original title ofthe publication;
fthe publication;
of al1 members of the researchteam, which is necessary in order to
diseriminate homonyms;
d) the permanent affiliationof mch memberof the tmm;
e) the natîonality of a c h member, which may be added to the standard entries by
using the %S6code of countries;
flthe principal investigator;
g) the institution(s) where the
resarch wa arried out;
h) the source(s) of funding for the researrch;
i) the prsgmmme(s)to which the pafticular project whose findings are reportedis
relatd;
j) the amount of fundin allwted to the projeet;
k) the total durationof the project andthe phase to which the published findings
conespond;
1) the subject of the research through a signifiant title and its eventual
enhancement, andan informative abstract;
m) the methodology of the resmrch;
n) the other publications and communications resulting froxn the research,
through the citations;
O ) the previous related work and
ils above characteristics,through the citations.
The primary publications do not presently include al1 these data. Ssme are
omitted in most cases, like nationality or perma t affiliation, sthers are not
and project or
systematieally recorded,like those related to fund programmes
other publications. Most are not presented in a standardized fashion. It wsuld
by which
thus be advisablethat the LDCs research institutions establish standards
al1 the information required for further monitoring
their publications could carry
and analysis of research activities.These standards should preferably
be unified
at the national, regional and international level.
The inclusion of the data which
are not commonly mentioned (eg. c, d, h, i, j,k above) and the comprehensive
recording of the others would not impose much additional effort upon the
authors. A standard cover pagewith al1 the entries required for the recording of
the above indicated information couldfor instance be pre-printed, distributed to
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the authors and used as a basic source for the monitoring of publications.
Stocktaking and distribution data may eventually be added in order to further
integmte the management of information.
Databases can only record in each reference the data which can be clearly
identified in the primary document. Should the above listed data be available,
international bibliographic standards
and their particular application
in each data
base, whether local, institutional, national
or international, may however prevent
their inclusion.For instance the original title may
be mentioned only if it is in the
carrier language of the database, the
given name is often representedonly by an
initial, the number of authors citedbemay
Imited, the affiliation may
be indicated
only for the first author, Who is not necessarily the principal investigator,
temporary attachment to another institution is treated
as affiliation in place of the
permanent one, the number of citations
is not always recordedand the references
are not recorded,links among the publications resulting from
a single project are
not always recorded, most of the other are
data
neglected, although,in principle,
they could at least enter into a note field. Such limitations have clearly a costeffectiveness rationalein addition to systems constraints. Bibliographic databases
are meant in first place for providing references in response to subject oriented
queries and notfor the analysis of research activities.
The major databases,with
stocks over the million records, can hardly consider any significant change in
their format and procedures unless they switch for an entirely new system.
The provision of such data on LDCs research output can only be the
responsibility of LDCs research institutions themselves and possibly those
institutions in the industrialized countries which are directly involved with
scientific research in LDCs. The documentation services in the research
institutions of LDCs face drastic limitations with regard to their manpower
resources, materialfacilities, financial resources andsupport. The range, quality
and effectiveness of the services they can offer to the users are thus far from
satisfactory whatin turn reduces theirability to liaise withthe authors and collect
their papers and encourages the
latter to look for solutions of their own for both
control of their own information and access to external one. These trends are
reinforced by the over centralization of informationservices, on the one hand,
which is in contradiction with the prevalent individual andinstitutional culture
(14), and their use of inadequate documentary systems and procedures. The
establishment within each organization of flexible documentation networks which
could ensure an appropriate level of bibliographic control al1
at levels, from the
individual researcher up to the centralservices and the progressive aggregation
and enrichment ofthe records in cooperative databases
is a first requirement. This
however can only be achieved if a suitable format such as BABINAT (15),
specially designed for
this purpose, is available and suitably adapted.
The documentation networks in the LDCs research
institution should further
develop particular routines with a view to ensure a more comprehensive
recording of the relevant data, as earlier mentioned. In particular, when
processing papers produced by their organization, they should create records fo
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the quoted literature which would
b w a special identificationand be Pinked with
the citing papers. This clearly implies an additional work, whose magnitude
should however be tolerable (roughly for
an institution producing 160 papers per
year with an average of 50 citations, this would represent 3 madmonths) but
would yield invaluable benefits beth for information access and for the
monitoring of research activities. The fact that a noticeable portion of the
seientific output is at best recorded in the f o m of non-cunventional documents,
often intemal ones, and thus are not included in bibliographic files, willhowever
remain. Such types of literature couldbe consslidated by fint specifying a series
of types of documents and their characteristics (es. project or section notes,
occasional papers, etc.), second establishing suitable mechanisma of review
which could ensure the required quality level for each ategory, third creating
bibliographie records for those documents, once at lemt one copy is stored inan
identified location and remains availabble, fourth including those records ints the
input sent to international information systems. It should be noted that other
forms of scientific output such as participation in education and training
programmes, in extension programmes,in national seminars, etc. could also be
subject to sume f o m of summary recording and becorne accountable.
The implernentation of the
above suggestions can hardly be practical without
the use of modern information teehology. In this respect, it is fmcinating to
observe that the appropdatenessof information technologyin LDCs is still much
questioned (16) on the basis of the many cultud, social, human, economic,
logistic, technical, administrative and environmental obstacles it faces, which
nevertheless apply as w d l for the more traditional techniques, and certainly for
the operation ofsophisticated scientific equiprnent which
is nowadays verym i l y
provided to these countries and not so well utilized (17, p. 68). %O the extent
information aetivities along the communication cycleinvulve a large proportion of
successive exercisesof data gathekng, recording, organization, prscessing and
dissemination which immobiliae sarce qualifie$ manpswer in sepetitive data
manipulation, information technology, especially stand alone or networked
microcornputers, could provide an unique answer.
raphic records on LDCs scientific production would
becorne more readily available as a result of the above suggested actions, the
problem of their international dissemination willnot be solved. With compatible
eleetronic records,it is relatively easy to produce compilationssuch as
institutional and national bibliographies and
to circulate them. Specific products
could also be developed in cooperation as demonstrated by SESAME (18) for
instance. The optical disk technology is even likely to allow in the n a r future for
cornpiling mixeddatabases, including the full text of papers, which may be more
a i l y screened by the producers of large databases. The latter would alsobe in a
rnuch better position to reuse the datawith reformatting routines. In the case of
international esoperative information systems, suchas AGFUS, the &ta dements
which arepresently missing as previously discussed, could easily
be preserved if
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moved into a notes fieldwhich will be saved in the
international data base even if
it is not available in the standard search routines and printed products.
The implementation of such measures could not
go without the allocationof
sufficient funding by both national and international organizations,which will be
harder than ever to obtain in the forseeable future. The funding available is
however not insignificant. The question is more of the share granted to

information management, what ultimately points to the concepts and mentalities
of those in charge of scientific developmentin LDCs. As long as information
activities will ”go without saying”, thus without
specific and/or adequate
allocation of resources, little change willoccur.
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